Abstract. This paper presents a simple chaotic circuit consisting of two capacitors, one linear two-port VCCS and one time-state-controlled impulsive switch. The impulsive switch causes rich chaotic and periodic behavior. The circuit dynamics can be simplified into a one-dimensional return map that is piecewise linear and piecewise monotone. Using the return map, we clarify parameter conditions for chaotic attractors, periodic attractors and coexistence state of attractors.
Introduction
This paper presents a simple nonautonomous chaotic circuit based on integrate-and-fire dynamics [1] - [4] and dependent switched capacitor circuits [5] - [7] . The circuit consists of two capacitors, one linear two-port voltage-controlled current source (ab. VCCS), and one firing switch. The a capacitor voltage vibrate divergently and the divergence can be suppressed by the firing switch that depends on both time and the capacitor voltage. This time-state-controlled impulsive switch (ab. TSCIS ) causes rich chaotic and periodic behavior. The circuit dynamics can be simplified into a one-dimensional return map that is piecewise linear and piecewise monotone. Using the return map, we clarify parameter conditions for chaotic attractors, periodic attractors and co-existence state of attractors.
As compared with existing nonautonomous chaotic circuits (see [6] , [8] and references therein), our circuit has some properties including the following: (1) the refractory threshold controls the discontinuity points of the return map and can cause interesting chaotic/periodic behavior, (2) the TSCIS relates deeply to stretching and folding mechanism to generate chaos and is applicable to a wider class of two or more dimensional circuit, and (3) the circuit's configuration is simple and is suited for integration. Also, the impulsive switching relates deeply to integrate-and-fire neuron models [1] - [3] and pulse-coupled neural networks (PCNNs, [7] , [9] - [11] ). These systems can exhibit a variety of synchronous/asynchronous phenomena and have a variety of applications including associative memory [9] , [10] and image segmentation [11] . If our TSCIS circuit is developed into a novel PCNN, it my contribute to analysis of rich synchronous phenomena and application to flexible information processing. Fig. 1 shows the circuit model. In the figure, a 2-port VCCS and two capacitors construct a linear sub-circuit described by
The Chaotic Circuit
We assume that Equation (1) has unstable complex characteristic roots δω ± jω:
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We refer to this switching as compulsory firing (ab. CFR) hereafter.
Here we introduce the following dimensionless variables and parameters:
where V T is a criterion voltage based on the dynamic range of the VCCS. Using these, (1) and (3) are transformed into the following normal form equations. switchings, Equation (5) has the following exact piecewise solution:
where (x(τ s ), y(τ s )) denotes state vriable vector just after the switching at time τ s and τ ≡ τ − τ s . For simplicity, we select d and a as control parameters and we fix the other three parameters: δ = 0.05, p = 0.8 and q = −0.5. Fig. 2 shows typical phenomena obtained using the exact piecewise solution.In order to classify the periodic phenomena, we use the ratio of the switching per basic period. For example, Fig. 2(a) shows 1 : 1 periodic orbit where x resets once during one basic period and Fig. 2(b) shows 2 : 1 periodic orbit where x resets once during two basic periods. In some parameter range, 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 periodic orbits can coexist as shown in Fig. 2(c) and the system exhibits one of them depending on an initial state. This system can also exhibit chaotic attractor as shown in Fig. 2(d) . 
Return map and analysis
In order to analyse the phenomena, we derive a 1-D return map. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , a CFR occurs at τ = τ s , the trajectory is reset to a point (q, y 0 ) on the base line x = q. The trajectory starting from (q, y 0 ) rotates divergently around the origin and is reset to a point (q, y 1 ) when the next CFR occurs. Then we can define the following 1-D return map.
f : y 0 → y 1 .
The map can be calculated using the exact piecewise solutions.
where m is given by min 
e δmd sin (md) .
In Fig. 4(a) , we identify two stable fixed points y p1 ∈ B 1 and y p2 ∈ B 2 corresponding to 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 periodic orbits, respectively. Fig. 4(b) shows a chaotic attractor where the attractor is on B 3 and B 4 . Fig. 5 shows the bifurcation diagram for the refractory threshold a. 
The fixed point y pm is stable if |Df (y pm )| < 1, where Df is the derivative of f :
That is, an m : 1 periodic orbit exists if (d, a) ∈ P m , with P m defined by 
Conclusions
We have considered a simple chaotic circuit including TSCIS. The TSCIS causes rich chaotic/periodic phenomena. The phenomena are analyzed using one-dimensional return map that is piecewise linear and piecewise monotone. Future problems include detailed analysis of bifurcation phenomena, application of the TSCIS to higher dimensional circuits, and application to PCNNs.
